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FILMS 

Oct. 15   
2019- Oct. 
30 2019 

Short Film Project “Basement Madness”, Shown at showcase night at my 
schoo 

· I was the Camera Operator/Editor/Actor of this film. It was a horror film 
based off of this series that the friend I created this film with loves called 
“two sentence horror stories”, we made ours about this monster in the 
basement of this girl's home (I played the girl) who she thought was her 
brother but wasn’t. When my teacher watched it, he loved it so much that 
he showed it as our school's yearly showcase night for visual arts 

Nov. 10 2019-
Nov. 20 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nov. 1 
2020- Nov. 
29   2020 

 

Short Film Project “Flowery Death”  

· I Director/Actor/Editor of this film. It was a film that I had used a simple 
idea and added my own touches on. So, it's about this woman who 
essentially is getting stalked and gets killed by this man, we see it from the 
perspective of the women making the camera shaky to give a sense of fright 
and the perspective of the stalker where the camera is moving smoothly to 
give a sense of a beautiful dream. We used flowers throughout the film to 
show innocence of the women and the innocent mind of the man that he 
believes he has. Flowers are representing blood when she dies for an 
example of how we used them. I got an A on this project in total. 

Music Video Project “Envy shields the Anger I feel” 

· I created the song for this music video, as well as being the 
Director/Actor/Editor. It was a music video shows the emotions that this 
woman is conflicting with. These emotions are depicted through green and 
red in the music video, which represents envy and anger. The music video 
directly correlates with the song which is showing envy and anger through 
a rose, the thorns and its red pedal are the most important symbols in it.  

EDUCATION 

February 2019-
June 2019 

253 style week, Intern 

I was the intern for this event which was a style week with all the local thrift 
shops in my area, where there was this big scavenger hunt between them all. 
And a fashion show which is what I helped most with putting flyers up, asking 
stores to participate, and filming the whole event. 
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